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Abstract 
 

       The advent of the nanotechnology has introduced new 
challenges and non-conventional problems to high speed digital 
Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) design. Moreover, the resultant 
progress of manufacturing technology is widening the gap between 
current Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and VLSI technologies. 
This is reflected clearly in the IC design process where the 
Integrated Circuit (IC) flow has become very iterative, especially in 
the back end phase. These returns to the complexity of placement 
and routing phases, and the inadequate approximations used for 
interconnect modeling and characterization. In this paper, we 
introduce a new performance-wise approach that combines 
connection graphs with a basic area routing algorithm to complete 
the routing without or with minimal iterations. In this approach, the 
routing elements are ordered with respect to its space not with 
respect to their relative position, to modify its complexity and 
optimize memory requirements to fit the problem in hand. This can 
help to yield a time complexity of )log(log SO  and a memory 
complexity in worst case )(SO , where S is the size of the space. 
Instead of employing the traditional flow that uses inaccurate 
interconnect models and characterization techniques, and then 
analyze the output to point out errors in the resulting layout, we 
propose Interconnect Synthesis as a framework. Within this 
framework, we introduce an enhanced routing algorithm that 
outperforms traditional routers and present a more accurate 
interconnect modeling and signal characterization techniques for 
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interconnect synthesis. Consequently, the output of the routing phase 
will no longer suffer from the error in the timing or the signal 
integrity constraints. Finally, the analysis phase will become merely 
a verification phase, not a process for re-iteration. 

      Keywords: Detailed routing, Global routing; High speed digital VLSI design, 
Interconnect synthesis, Interval labeling scheme, Line Search routers, Sequential 
routing. 

 

1      Introduction 

       The advent of the nanotechnology in the Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) 
community has been accompanied with several new challenges that impose 
physical limitations on the VLSI process. These challenges are compounded by 
the relentless advancement in manufacturing technology, where the increase in 
integration density is pushing towards greater design complexities. Furthermore, 
within the tight time-to-market window frame, we aim for optimal solutions under 
the limitations mentioned. Thus, under all these constraints, the role of Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) becomes major and indispensable. Unfortunately, current 
CAD technologies can't hold up with the growing limitations of the manufacturing 
technology and can't adequately reap the full potential of the available 
technologies. One of these critical limitations CAD technologies are facing in the 
Deep Sub Micron (DSM) designs is interconnects, as discussed in the 
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) roadmap [1]. 
Interconnects, once been ignored, have dominated the design process and are a 
major bottleneck in today's design flows.  
        In [2], Peterson introduced the key challenges of the Application Specific 
Integrated Circuits (ASIC) design in the upcoming nanotechnologies. He 
mentioned seven main key challenges which are: the process challenge and its 
physical limitations, the design complexity challenge, the performance challenge, 
the power density challenge, the quality and reliability challenge, and the 
productivity level challenge. With a deeper look, we'll find that interconnect plays 
an important role in most of these challenges. At the physical level, signal 
integrity and delay are of main concerns. At the design complexity level, 
interconnects and their prediction at early stages are increasing the complexity 
design process. At the performance level, interconnects delay are increasing as 
they don't scale down at the same rate as devices. At the chip density level, 
interconnects and interconnect repeaters are expected to occupy a large portion of 
the design. At the productivity level, interconnects are considered a bottleneck in 
today's design flows and lead to several long iterative cycles before the design is 
complete. In the current DSM technologies, the main limitations of interconnects 
that have a major impact on the physical design process includes hard timing 
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constraints, signal integrity, manufacturing variability, yield, and reliability. These 
limitations not only affect the performance of the design, in fact they could lead to 
failure of operation in several cases.        
       Routing is a very wide field with several research results in the literature. As 
a broad classification, there are two main techniques of routing [3]. The first class 
aims for routing a group of nets simultaneously, as in Over The Cells (OTC) 
routing [4] and Hierarchical routing [5–8]. Others, such as Tile Expansion 
Shortest Path router [9] and the XRouter [10, 11], are sequential routing which 
route each net sequentially. A more detailed survey can be found in [3, 12]. The 
main problem is that all the routing models are NP-complete, and the techniques 
that route nets simultaneously are heuristic in nature with inferior output quality. 
Hence, sequential routing as a class of more deterministic nature, where the router 
concentrates on one route at each time is pursued in practice and more widely 
discussed. As for the main drawbacks of sequential routers: "net ordering" and 
"rip-up & re-route" techniques, several researches have been conducted in this 
issue, and can be incorporated in any of the sequential routing techniques [9 – 11, 
13].         
      Another point, which is important for DSM designs, is wire sizing and spacing, 
which has taken a lot of attention lately in DSM research and is considered one of 
the drawbacks in the area of the routing techniques. Yet, spacing and sizing can be 
considered as a post-processing step by using an adequate grid/line spacing in the 
layout so that the compaction of the layout will succeed in producing the required 
Design Rule Check (DRC) correct output [3, 12].  
      When studying the characteristics of the signal on a wire, we mean that we 
want to evaluate some properties of the signal to make sure that the logical signal 
values confirm with the physical ones. Correct functionally are achieved through 
correct voltage levels and correct timing. These two terms are encapsulated in 
terms of signal integrity. Signal integrity includes the delay of the signal, which is 
defined as the time for the signal to transit from one logical level to another. It 
also includes the overshoot and undershoots due to the inductive effect of the line, 
where the signal oscillates around its asymptotic value. Currently, most available 
researches include only delay in their routing techniques. One of the most famous 
and widely used techniques to calculate delay is Elmore delay technique [14, 15]. 
Other formulas are used to calculate capacitive crosstalk. Unfortunately, the 
existing approaches use poor interconnect models and inaccurate techniques for 
signal characterization (to calculate delay, overshoot, or undershoot) so they can't 
detect any real violations in signal integrity, hence they reduce the iterations in the 
design process but not to an acceptable limit. Very few routers support RLC 
models during routing. Recently, there has been several works [15 – 18] that takes 
the inductive effect in account during global routing to accommodate the RLC 
effect. Unfortunately, the formulas used are low order formulas to characterize 
some of the signal characteristics to cover all possible interconnect cases. 
Therefore, this can't catch several signal integrity effects, and are not effective on 
the long run for next generation manufacturing technologies.  
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        One of the interesting concepts that were introduced in the Printed Circuit 
Boards (PCBs) flow is Interconnect Synthesis (IS) [19]. IS technology, owned by 
Mentor Graphics Corporate (MCG), and is implemented in its backend flow that 
presents an effective way to overcome. This technology presents an effective way 
to overcome the re-iterative nature of the physical design process. According to 
the traditional design flow, a synthesis/verification step is a main component of 
this flow. In synthesis, due to incomplete information of the layout, the tools 
either don't accurately model the interconnects or leave it for the verification step 
to point out the timing and signal problems. On the other hand, the IS technology 
proposes a new approach to solve the problem. The core of this technology is to 
use a transmission line simulator capable of analyzing nets in real-time during 
floor planning, placement, and routing. Using this accurate model converts the 
electrical constraints by user (like timing and signal integrity constraints) into 
geometric and physical constraints for the tools to follow. In fact, it can be 
incorporated in any of the proposed design stages to give much better 
performance of the system and make the routers job tractable.. In additional, using 
such high accuracy in synthesis can help to eliminate or reduce re-iterations in 
design.  
        In this paper, we propose a high performance routing algorithm and the data 
structure that can achieve high speed routing with adequate memory requirements. 
The routing process consists of two consecutive phases: global routing and 
detailed routing. The global routing phase is used to find an initial and rough 
solution of the given routing problem. To speed up and guarantee the success of 
the routing, the detailed router uses this solution to search for the exact path of the 
interconnects. The proposed routing algorithm is an interval labeling algorithm 
that is capable to achieve the minimum cost path, while using line search 
techniques for high performance. In this work, we consider the cost of the path as 
a function only of delay. To make the router more accurate, we integrate IS [19] 
within the system to guide the router in its search for the shortest path efficiently. 
We have two phases for IS. The first phase is done before routing, and is done 
once per technology to generate the synthesis formulas. The second phase is done 
during routing to synthesize the different routing parameters. Unlike traditional 
approaches that find a solution without taking several important constraints or 
handles them but with low accuracy, and then depend on the testing phase to 
reveal the problems in the proposed solution, our approach mainly depends on 
using accurate synthesis, which means that CAD tools are to understand the 
constraints and apply them during processing to accurately synthesize the design. 
Simulation studies are used to evaluate the efficiency and the merits of the 
proposed routing algorithm and interconnect synthesis methodology approach to 
produce better results that reduces the error in the computed delay of the routed 
layout and minimizes the overall running time, relative to the previous traditional 
approaches. 
     The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the 
proposed high speed routing model, and presents a global overview of the whole 
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system, the main modules and how they interact. Section 3 presents the proposed 
high speed routing algorithm. Section 4 introduces the proposed accurate signals 
characterization technique of the interconnect synthesis and presents an algorithm 
that integrate interconnect synthesis with routing module. Section 5 presents 
target VLSI applications. Section 6 discusses the simulation results to evaluate the 
proposed approaches. The conclusion is provided in section 7. Finally, the open 
problem of the paper and the future work are drawn in Section 8. 
 
2. The Proposed High Speed Router for Digital VLSI 
Design 
 
      The VLSI routing system under consideration is a multi-stage processing 
system. Due to the complexity of the process and the long run time, the process is 
divided into multiple stages. In the proposed system, we don't define the number 
of levels of routing nor do we go into the details of the inputs and the outputs of 
each stage. The first stages are used to identify any over-constraints in the given 
input layout and give a coarse solution for the routing problem. As we go through 
more levels, the more physical details are determined. Therefore, the proposed 
system, like most routing systems, consists of two main phases: global routing and 
detailed routing, as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: The complete proposed routing system. 
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2.1 Global routing 
 
          In the global routing phase, it's required to find an initial and rough solution 
of the routing problem under consideration. There are no constraints on the higher 
levels of this router. First, the routing area is divided into coarse regions. Then, 
the global router processes the net lists and determines through which regions 
each net will pass through. The exact location of these nets is to be determined in 
the next phase by the detailed router. The size of the routing regions depends on 
the routing system. Figure 2 shows how the layout is divided. The rectangular 
white grids are the coarse routing regions which the global router is working 
within, while the gray regions represent the layout cells. Figure 2(a) shows the 
bins of a gate array or sea of gates design, while Figure 2(b) gives the routing 
regions for standard cell design, and Figure 2(c) represents the divisions for more 
non-uniform block based layouts.  

 
Figure 2: Classification of the routing region in global routing. 

       
       This division can be represented by a graph G  given in Figure 3, whose 
vertexes V  represent the routing regions, and the set of edges E  represent the 
connections to neighboring regions. Given a set of nets to be routed, N , where the 
ports of each net is located in one of the routing regions V , it's required to 
connect these nets and determine their routes through the graph G . Every edge e  
is given a weight to represent its wire capacity (the number of wires that can pass 
through it) called the boundary capacity or supply capacity ( e ), and another value 
to represent the number of wires routed through it called flow ( )(eflow ).  
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Figure 3: The graph representation of the layout 

 
2.2 Detailed router 
 
      The detailed routing phase receives directives from the global routing stage(s) 
to speed up and guarantee the success of the routing in this stage. In general, we 
assume that these directive include the bins through which the interconnects lie, 
rough estimation of spacing, and initial wire sizing for signal integrity limits. It's 
required by the detailed router to find the exact path of the interconnects. The 
proposed detailed routing system, as shown in Figure 1, is composed of three 
main modules: the Routing Module, the Interconnect Modeling (IM) module, and 
the Interconnect Synthesis (IS) module.  
 
2.2.1 The routing module 
 
      The routing module is the starting point to the detailed routing process. It is 
responsible for routing the nets in a constraint-driven environment. After the 
global router finishes its processing, it passes to the detailed router its global 
routing and constraints on nets. This module accepts as inputs: 

1. The Layout, which describes the placement of the standard cells and the 
location of unconnected ports. 

2. The Net list, which shows the terminals that belong to the same net and 
should be connected. 

3. Constraints, which includes: 
(a) The Design Rule Checking (DRC) Constraints: These are the 

geometrical constraints [3, 12] that the router should satisfy during 
router. 

(b) The Global Routing Directives: These are global constraints on 
the path of the wire, the width, and the spacing of critical nets. 
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Other constraints can be defined and handed over the detailed 
router. 

(c) Interconnect Synthesis Constraints: These constraints are more 
accurate than the global router directives on the wires, in terms of 
width, spacing, and length. 

      The routing module receives from the IS module the geometrical constraints 
required to satisfy the signal integrity constraints. This is done on several phases: 
First, the synthesis phase, where the geometrical constraints are synthesized based 
on a rough estimation for the possible paths and the router chooses the best path. 
Second, the analysis phase, where the nets that are completely routed should be 
accurately analyzed to ensure that no constraints are violated. Finally, the 
incremental analysis phase, that is to re-consider nets which have already been 
routed, but are affected by the newly routed nets in their neighborhood. According 
to the analysis/synthesis of the IS module routing is performed, net ordering can 
be changed, rip-up and re-route might become necessary, and the cost function 
can be computed. 
 
2.2.2 The interconnect modeling module (IM module) 
 
      This module is responsible for modeling the interconnects and providing the 
interconnect synthesis module with an accurate model of the interconnect. 
Modeling the interconnect mainly depends on the interconnect length, yet there 
are other criteria that should be considered. This also includes width and location 
of the net with respect to the devices, and its location with respect to other nets in 
the layout. It's the responsibility of the IM module to assign each interval of the 
path with an appropriate RLC value. It also has to take in consideration capacitive 
and inductive cross coupling. The more accurate the models are used, the more 
exact are the single characterizations results. Most important is that each module 
is built independent of how other modules perform their processing to preserve 
modularity of the design. 
 
2.2.3 The interconnect synthesis module (IS module) 
 
       This module is responsible to supply the router with the several geometrical 
constraints on nets including width, spacing, and length to satisfy the signal 
integrity and timing constraints. It takes as inputs: 

1. Timing constraints, which give the maximum delay allowed for each 
net. These constraints come from the logical synthesis phase. 

2. Electrical constraints, which include the maximum overshoot and 
undershoot. 

3. Interconnect model, which gives the resistance, capacitance, and 
inductance of the model per segment. 

Based on the provided model, there are three main functionalities required by the 
IS Module: 
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1. Interconnect Synthesis: It is used to compute the required geometrical 
constraints on the wire, as in width, length, and spacing. Since the exact 
interconnect path is not yet known, approximate models for the 
interconnects can be used. Moreover, it's required to choose the best 
path for the router to follow in its search, by comparing the signal 
characteristics along different paths. 

2. Interconnect Analysis: For critical nets, after being routed, it's required 
to analyze the signal to ensure that no constraint has been violated. 

3. Incremental Analysis: Since the whole layout is not completely routed, 
new information is provided as new nets are routed. It's required to be 
able to incrementally analyze the interconnect that might be adversely 
affected by neighboring signals.   

       It should be noted that due to the large number of nets, using the highest 
accuracy with all of the nets becomes too expensive in terms of computational 
cost. Therefore, the IS module should include several levels of accuracy for the 
analysis/synthesis of the nets. It can include simple capacitive models, RC 
models, RLC models, or transmission line models. Depending on the model used, 
simple analytical formulas can be used or more complex IS computation can be 
performed. In this work, we focus on interconnect synthesis and don't support all 
the signal integrity constraints. We only concentrate on the delay of the wire, and 
provide a very accurate signal characterization technique that can be used for 
interconnect synthesis in high speed VLSI design. 
 
3. The Proposed Performance-wise Routing Algorithm 
 
        There are mainly two main algorithmic approaches: Area Routers and the 
Line Search routers. Line search routers are known for its efficient performance 
and area routers are known for optimal path. In the proposed routing algorithm, 
we combine these two approaches and present an efficient router in terms of speed 
and memory by using an interval labeling scheme as in [11]. This algorithm is an 
application to Dijkstra's algorithm [20] using Breadth First Search (BFS) 
technique. The main objective we pursue here is to achieve the performance of a 
line search algorithm to find the shortest path in terms of time and memory 
complexity. Hence, we find that studying the orthogonal line intersection problem 
will lead us to more efficient algorithm. The orthogonal line intersection problem 
is one of the well-known problems in Computational Geometry which is defined 
as follows: Given a set of horizontal lines S and one vertical line l , it's required to 
find the subset ⊥S  of S that intersect l . To solve this problem, we first introduce 
the Adjacency Map [21] and the Hive Graph [22] that will help in our algorithm. 
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3.1 Adjacency Map and Hive Graph 
 
         The notation of the adjacency map was first introduced by Lipski and 
Preparata [21]. Given a set S of n horizontal segments, the vertical adjacency map 

)(SG is constructed by interconnecting the horizontal segments in S using vertical 
(infinite, semi-infinite, or finite) segments as follows: from each endpoint of the 
segment in S , draw two rays shooting upward and downward respectively until 
they meet other segment in S except possibly at an endpoint. This creates a planar 
subdivision )(SG with )(nO vertices, which are the joints of the horizontal and 
vertical segments. )(SG can be represented in )(nO space using the adjacency lists 
associated with the vertices. We call the edges supported by the horizontal and 
vertical segments horizontal and vertical edges, respectively. 
     Chazelle noticed in [22] that the adjacency map is a useful tool which, when 
modified appropriately, can be used to handle the orthogonal segment intersection 
problem efficiently. His modification of the vertical adjacency map is called the 
hive graph. A hive graph )(SH is derived from )(SG by adding only vertical 
segments to )(SG , to speed up the search process, while maintaining )(nO vertices 
and )(nO space representation. However, it has the important property that each 
face may have, in addition to its four (or fewer) corners, at most two extra 
vertices, one on each horizontal edge. Figure 4 shows a vertical adjacency map 
and its corresponding hive graph, in which the additional vertical edges are 
depicted as dashed lines. By assuming that the endpoints of the segments in S all 
have distinct x- and y-coordinates, as in [22] did, one can conclude that each face 
of )(SH has )1(O vertices on its boundary. Given a query segment ),;( 21 yyx , the 
segment intersection query can be handled as follows. We first find the face in 

)(SH that contains the endpoint ),( 1yx in )(log nO time by using one of the well 
known planar point location algorithms [9, 23]. Then, we traverse a portion of 

)(SH from bottom up following the direction from ),( 1yx to ),( 2yx . Only a 
constant number of vertices are visited between two consecutive encounters of the 
horizontal edges that intersect the query segment.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: A hive graph 
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          Our work makes use of the Hive Graph [22] as the basic data structure for 
the orthogonal line intersection problem. Several modifications are considered to 
make it more efficient and practical. First, our graph ),( EVG = is defined, such 
that each node V represents a single horizontal level of lines. Edges E , are 
directed edges that are all in one direction, assume bottom-up. Hence, search is 
done only in one direction, i.e. we modify the fractional cascading scheme to be a 
single segment per line. Moreover, we assume that the pre-processing time is 
ignorable, as obstacles found in the layout at the start are very few and most of the 
horizontal line segments are free for routes to be occupied by nets. As new nets 
are routed, the horizontal line segments are segmented into smaller ones. The 
Stratified Tree (STree) [24] is used as the main data structure for the modified 
Hive Graph. Each horizontal level of lines is saved in the STree, and the end point 
(rightmost or leftmost) of the line is used as a key for the different operations. 
Fractional cascading is done through pointers between line segments and their 
children.   
      Our search graph start by dividing our layout into multiple alternating layers, 
with a preferred routing direction (horizontal or vertical). Each pair of adjacent 
layers (having horizontal or vertical directions) is treated as a single routing plane. 
Each plane consists of vertical and horizontal lines that represent free space in the 
layout for routing while occupied are represented as disconnections in the lines. 
     The correspondence between the graph and the layout model is interval based 
not line based. Each line is labeled with cost and interval leading to it. These 
intervals represent our vertexes in our graph. Edges between the vertexes are 
determined by the neighborhood function. Any two intervals connected through a 
Fractional Cascading pointer are connected in the graph (even if they are not 
adjacent). Also edges are labeled by a scalar function that is in terms of delay. To 
make our search more directed we use a *A  search algorithm where the cost 
function is a Rubin-like cost [25]. 
       An incremental definition of the cost function during routing, as we move 
from interval (node) u to the interval v  is given as: 
         )),(),((),()()( .. tuDelaytvDelayvuDelayuv ManMan −++= δδ                  (1) 
where )),(),(( .. tuDelaytvDelay ManMan − is the expected manhattan delay between 
nodes u and v , ),( vuDelay is the actual delay of the path from u  and v , )(uδ  
and )(vδ  are the cost functions from the source s  to the nodes u and v , 
respectively. 
      The algorithm starts by labeling the zero detour space (the paths that have a 
delay equal to the minimum delay which is usually part of the manhattan paths). If 
no path is found in all routing planes at this cost, then the detour space is 
increased until a path is found, or there are no more intervals to label. This step 
has a time complexity of ))1(( lO path ×+δ , where pathδ  is the detour of the path 

from the source to the target, and l  is the number of layers. 
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      Each layer is labeled in the BFS fashion. The interval containing the source s  
port is first label with a cost of δ , as shown in Figure 5(a). We define a 

D1 bucketing data structure where bucket is a priority queue. The D1  bucket is 
divided in terms of the cost value, and the priority queue is defined in terms of the 
manhattan delay between the interval and the target. All neighboring lines are 
then labeled, and inserted in their position in the data structure,as shown in Figure 
5(b). Next, the minimum interval of cost δ  is retrieved for further processing. 
Neighboring lines are reached in )1(O time using the fractional cascading 
pointers, while finding orthogonal line segment requires )log(log SO  time, using 
the STree line search algorithm [24].   
      As for labeling the orthogonal lines, we wish to label only the orthogonal 
intervals with the top-most or bottom-most intersecting labeled intervals. This can 
be done by labeling them with the first labeled intersecting interval, as shown in 
Figures 4(c) and 4(d). This is because, while we label the plane, the intervals that 
are furthest are labeled first. 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Initial Layout.   (b) Labeling Initial Interval. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
(c) Top-most Labeling Intervals         (d) Bottom-most Labeling Intervals. 
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(e) Finding the return path 
 

Figure 5: New Routing Algorithm Example 
 

     Each line segment is labeled with different intervals, each with a cost value. 
Since we are moving monotonically on different cost values, then no old interval 
can be re-labeled. Moreover, the labeling function is also monotonic on the same 
line, so labeling of lines includes only the insertion of new intervals and look-up 
for an interval with a given cost value, that is the current detour value. Hence, we 
check the interval with largest cost assigned to know if the line has been labeled 
for the current detour value or not. If it hasn't been labeled, then we can insert a 
new label. A simple data structure for this is a stack, which allows the label 
insertion to be done in )1(O  time. The steps of the proposed routing algorithm are 
given as follows: 

1. Defined the starting interval as s and the end interval as t . 
2. Set the current detour value 0=δ . 
3. Label the starting interval (this is the part of the line that has zero detour, 

not necessarily the whole line) sl with )0,(s . 
4. Add sl to the D1 bucketing data structure )(δBQ . 
5. While target t  not reached, repeat for each layer:  

5.1 While  )(δBQ  not empty   
                5.1.1 Set the current interval currentl  =  Dequeue from )(δBQ . 

                5.1.2  For each child line segment of currentL , that is i
currentL , 

connected  
                          a fractional cascading pointer to the next line segment nextL : 
 
                       5.1.2.1 Get the orthogonal line that intersect i

currentL found in the 
label: 

s 

t 
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                                   ⊥L . 

                       5.1.2.2 Find the first jL⊥ (get it through fractional cascading  from 
1−

⊥
jL  

                                   recursively) that connects i
currentL  and nextL  . 

                          5.1.2.2.1 Compute the cost value of jl⊥ (that lies on jL⊥ ), that 
is 
                                         )( jl⊥δ . 

                          5.1.2.2.2  If the line segment jL⊥ containing jL⊥ has been 
labeled  
                                          before with the value )( jl⊥δ , then continue to the  
                                          next orthogonal line 
                           5.1.2.2.3  Label jL⊥  with ))(,( j

current ll ⊥δ . 

                           5.1.2.2.4  Enqueue jl⊥ in ))(( jlBQ ⊥δ . 
                       5.1.2.3  Using fractional Cascading, label the next interval nextl , if 
not  
                                     labeled before and if connected to the currentl  through the 

                                     orthogonal interval )( jl⊥ . 
                           5.1.2.3.1  Compute the cost value of nextl , that is )( nextlδ . 
                           5.1.2.3.2  If the line segment nextL  that contains nextl  has 
been 
                                           labeled before with the value )( nextlδ , then 
continue to  
                                           the next neighboring interval. 
                           5.1.2.3.3  Label nextl  with ))(,( next

j ll δ⊥ . 
                           5.1.2.3.4  Enqueue nextl  in ))(( nextlBQ δ . 
           5.2  Increment δ . 
 
       Since the proposed routing algorithm combines the Breadth First Search 
(BFS) technique with the STreet line search algorithm, it must be limited by the 
complexities of the STree algorithm [24]. Therefore, the algorithm has a time 
complexity of )log(log SO  and a memory complexity in worst case )(SO , 
where S  is the size of the space (universe). It's quite clear that the time 
complexity of the algorithm outperforms any other router presented so far and 
achieves very high speeds as will be shown by the simulation results. Moreover, 
the size S  is greatly reduced by the memory optimization techniques proposed to 
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be applicable in large DSM designs. In the next section, starting from this 
algorithm, we pursue a more accurate interconnect analysis/synthesis procedures 
allowing it to have more computational time than other traditional approaches. 
       
4. Interconnect Synthesis  
 
        In this section, we present the Interconnect Synthesis methodology. The core 
of this technology is to use a transmission line simulator capable of analyzing nets 
in real-time during floor planning, placement, and routing. Using this accurate 
model converts the electrical constraints by user (like timing and signal integrity 
constraints) into geometric and physical constraints to guide the router in its 
search for the shortest path. In addition, using such high accuracy in synthesis will 
eliminate or reduce iterations in design. In this work, we aim to handle the 
moderate lines that can be modeled as RC or RLC lines. Moreover, the technique 
proposed can be augmented by traditional analytical models for less critical nets, 
to reduce the computational cost. Consequently, we recommend simple analytical 
delay formulas for short lines and non-critical moderate lines. As for critical 
moderate lines (lines that have a delay close to the maximum allowed delay), we 
propose a more accurate approach for interconnect analysis and synthesis. The 
approach presented, using parametric model order reduction, can be extended to 
transmission line models as shown in [26], to handle long global wires.  
      We also limit ourselves in this research to certain aspects of the Interconnect 
Synthesis problem:  
1. We concentrate on the delay of interconnect. Yet the technique developed can 

be extended to other signal characteristics as overshoot, undershoot, and 
crosstalk.  

2. Synthesis of interconnect geometry according to the allowed line delay.  
3. We take into account the line delay not including the driver delay.  
4. The input signal driving the line is arbitrary; yet defining the input reduces the 

computational cost during routing.  
5. The tree structure is a simple ladder circuit. Again, the proposed technique can 

be extended to multi-terminal nets and trees. In practice, circuit design 
techniques aim for effective fan outs around four for optimal performance [27], 
which leads to few branching cases (two branch points in maximum).  

 
4.1 Formulation of circuit equations 
 
      Modeling the transmission line in a set of cascaded interconnected RLC 
segment, as shown in Figure 5, is one of the most accurate form of the 
interconnect modeling. Formulating the circuit equations can be derived through 
one of the circuit analysis techniques such as the Modified Node Analysis (MNA), 
nodal formulation, or sparse tableau. Using MNA for the lumped ladder circuit in 
Figure 5, the following first order differential algebraic equations system is 
derived: 
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             )()()( tuPtxF
dt

tdxM +−=                                                                  (2) 

                )()( txPty T=                                                                               (3)  
where: 
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)(tx is the state vector, vector )(ty is the output(s) of the system, and vector 
)(tu is the input stimuli. Matrix )(tV is the voltage for the nodes of the system, 

including the output port. Matrix )(tI is the branch current matrix, including the 
input port. M  and F  are matrices of size nn× , while P  is of size 2×n , defined 
as follows: 
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where LC, , and R  are the capacitance, inductance, and resistance matrices, 
respectively. P  is the matrix that selects the inputs and the outputs of the system 
from )(tx  and )(tu . Matrix 12F  covers the voltages in the state vectors while the 
matrix TF21−  covers the current variables. 

 
Figure 5: Lumped RLC model. 

 
4.2 Parametric model order reduction 
 
       Several techniques are proposed for PMOR simulation [28]. In this work we 
apply the PMOR technique which is similar to that in [29], where our system 
equations, 2 and 3, are defined in the s-domain as follows:  
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                      )()()( sUPsXsE =                                                                   (4) 
                               )()( sXPsY T=                                                               (5)  
where )(sE is defined as: 
                               MsFsE +=)(                                                                 (6)   
    Then we defined the RLC  system in terms of the interconnect parameters 
(geometrical parameters). These parameters are: the width of the interconnect,ω , 
the thickness of the dielectric between metal layers, Cd , the interconnect 
thickness, τ , and the of the interconnect segment, l , which is considered 
constant. Since the exact path is not known, it's suitable to assume a uniform 
RLC lumped model along the path. The modeling equations for RC, , and L  are 
given by: 

                 0
0

0 C
C

CC
d

lC
C

m
∆

+=∈=
ω                                                                  (7) 

where m∈  is the dielectric permeativity, C  is the capacitance matrix, 0C  is the 

nominal capacitance matrix, and 
0C
C∆  is the normalized variation in the 

capacitance parameter. 

                  0
0

0 R
R
RRlR C

∆
+==

ωτ
ρ                                                                  (8) 

where Cρ  is the conductor resistivity, R  is the resistance matrix, 0R  is the 

nominal resistance matrix, and 
0R
R∆  is the normalized variation in the resistance 

parameter. 

           0
0

0]5.02[ln2 L
L
LLkllL ∆

+=−+⎟
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⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
=

τω
                                                (9) 

where k  is a constant (given in cm in this formula only) that depends on ω and 
τ , and it is defined as 0025.00 << k  according to [28, 29]. L  is the inductance 

matrix, 0L  is the nominal inductance matrix, and 
0L
L∆  is the normalized variation 

in the inductance parameter. 
      By using equations 7, 8, and 9, we can define F and M in equation 6 as 
follows: 
               22110 MpMpMM ++=                                                                    (10) 
               130 FpFF +=                                                                                       (11) 
where 
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and the parameters 3,2,1, =ipi , are defined as: 
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     Using the parametric model defined in equations 10 and 11, and substituting it 
into equation 4, we get: 
         )()()()()( 13022110 sUPsXFpFsXMpMpM ++−=++                    (12) 
     By reducing the system using the congruence transformation with V, 
multiplying equation 12 by TV  from the left, and setting )()( sZVsX = , 
equations 12 and 5 become: 
                )()()()()( sUPVsZpGsZpM T+−=                                        (13) 
                        )()( sZVPsY T=                                                                 (14) 
where   VMVpVMVpM i

T

i
i

T ∑+= 0)(    and   VFVpVFVpF i
T

i
i

T ∑+= 0)(  

By putting,   VMVM i
T

i =ˆ         ,       VFVF i
T

i =ˆ ,  

and    i
i

i MpMpM ˆˆ)(ˆ
0 ∑+=  ,    i

i
i FpFpF ˆˆ)(ˆ

0 ∑+= , where 3,2,1=i , we get: 

              )(ˆ)()(ˆ)()(ˆ sUPsXpFsXpM +−=                                               (15) 
                       )(ˆ)( sXPsY T=                                                                     (16)                                  
From equations 15 and 16, the transfer function is given by: 

                         ( ) PpMpFPsH T
q

ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆˆ)(
1−

+=                                               (17) 
 
4.3 Krylov sub-space 
      To reduce the input system, we must compute the Krylov subspace to 
construct V . We construct the input Krylov subspace which meets only the first 
q  moments as proved by Daniel in [29]. The Krylov subspace is defined as: 
                },......,,,{),( 2 BABAABBcolspanBAK q

q =                                  (18) 
The columns of V are composed of the Krylov subspace basis: 
                            ),( BAKspanV q=                                                            (19) 
where A  is the system matrix and B  is the input matrix. 
From equations 12 and 5, assuming that the matrix )( 000 MpF + is singular, our 
transfer function can be written in the form: 
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                     PpRRPsH
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+= ∑                                               (20) 

where,     0000 MpFR +=  ,  iii FppR =)(     or    iii MppR =)( , 
and 0p  is a constant scalar value such that the matrix )(0 pR  is not singular. 
By further simplification we get: 
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By setting the Krylov matrices as follows: 
                  PpRBpRRA

i
i

1
0

1
0 ))((,)()( −− == ∑                                      (22) 

and substituting in equation 21, we get: 
                 BAIPsH T 1)()( −+=                                                                  (23) 
By expanding equation 23, we get:  
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where )(im  are the system moments: 
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The recursive form for the moments of the system is defined as: 
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where      BRm 1
0

)0( )( −=  
         Therefore, the Krylov subspace spanned by V  is constructed using a 
suitable Model Order Reduction (MOR) algorithm as Arnoldi [30], where: 
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4.4 Delay formula 
 
     For the transfer function in equation 17, the size of the matrices iF̂ and iM̂  is 

qq× , where q  has a maximum order of three. Using symbolic toolbox, the 
inverse is computed and the Pade' approximation [31] is obtained for the input-
output voltage: 
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where 1010 ,,, bbaa  and 2b  are all functions of the parameters ip  (the maximum 
degree of any parameter term is two). To this point symbolic manipulation of the 
transfer functions stops, and approximate values of all the parameters are 
evaluated except for the Laplace valiable, s , and the target parameter, p , to be 
synthesized.  
    We can factorize the denominator of the passive system in hand, to compute the 
output response as follows: 

            )(
)3)(2)(1(

)1(
)(

2
21 sinV

sss

sasa
ksoutV

∈−∈−∈−

++
=                                        (29) 

where Ci ∈∈ , are the poles/eigenvalues of the system and 0)Re( <∈i , 3,2,1=i . 
       We can have a ramp input or step input (or any other function, but taking in 
account computational overhead during routing). In case of a step function (just 
for illustration) and by using partial fractions, we can write equation 29 in the 
form: 
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where the residues, 3,2,1, =iiα , are defined as: 
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By returning to the time domain, we get: 
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    Now, we have an equation where i∈  and iα  are both parametric. To solve this 

equation, we first set 
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where .gji ≠≠  
From the Theory of equations, we know that: 
            032113132212321 ,, bbb −=∈∈∈=∈∈+∈∈+∈∈−=∈+∈+∈  
    By setting )88.188.188.11(),( 2

2
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23
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3 tbtbtbbtf i +++=  and substituting in 
equation 33, we get: 
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     By substituting equation 31 in equation 35 and simplifying, we get:  

            ),(88.188.1),( 22
12

)(
ii btfttaa

k
V

btf
tout +++=                             (36) 

     As we mentioned before, ia  and ib  are both functions of the second degree of 

ip  and t . By substituting for all the unknowns except one, we get a second/third 
degree equation in the geometrical/delay parameter, respectively. Solving the 
equation will yield the required value. Consequently, the 50% delay, t , or 
geometric constraint, p , can be computed from the given formula. For higher 
accuracies, we can use higher order formulas that give less error but require 
higher computational cost during runtime as given in Table 1. 
   

Table 1: Different Formulas. 
Formula Maximum 

error 
Degree of t in the 

eq. 
Degree of p in the 

eq. 
)88.11/(1 tet −=  10% 3 2 

2)69.01/(1 tet −=  5.6% 6 4 
3)41.01/(1 tet −=  4% 9 6 
4)29.01/(1 tet −=  3.2% 12 8 

          

        In the case where the reduced formula contained sine or cosine functions 
(complex powers), we consider the second order transfer function:  
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where each i∈  , 2,1=i , is a first degree equation of the parameters ip . 
From the Theory of Equations: 
                         011111 , bb =∈∈−=∈+∈  
Calculating the residues, 2,1, =iiα : 
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By substituting 
t
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=  (or any higher order formula), we get:  
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The derived equation is nonlinear in both t  and the parameter ip : 
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where:    tbtbf 11 94.01),( −=  
      To solve this equation, since we are concentrated only with delay, so we 
approximate the sinusoidal functions till the point where they turn to zero( that is 

within the interval ]
2

,0[ π  ): 
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         For higher order systems, we'll get equations containing higher degrees. 
Analytically, we can solve equations up to the fourth degree. As for higher 
degrees equations, Abel proved that there cannot be an analytical solution. In that 
case a numerical solution is required which will have a higher cost (knowing a 
suitable initial solution will reduce it greatly). Consequently, a similar derivation 
can be derived for a transfer function of higher q  order.  
 
4.5 Interconnect synthesis integration with routing module 
 
         As discussed before, the router, during its search, doesn't know the exact 
path, layer, or number of vias of the interconnect. Consequently, statistical 
assumptions and simple formulas are valid at this stage (but this is more accurate 
than these assumptions made at the global routing phase). To integrate IS within 
the router, we first assume a minimum width and manhattan path of the 
interconnect. According to the resulting solution, we calculate the delay of the 
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system and the slack, which is the difference between the maximum allowed 
delay and the expected delay. If any time violation occurs, one of the layout 
optimization techniques [32,33] and the parameterized formulas provided from 
PMOR can be used to optimize the wire geometry. If a suitable optimization 
doesn't exist, then it is impossible to route the net using the manhattan path, even 
if exists, and re-placement is necessary. Next, the maximum allowed length of the 
interconnect is computed through linear extrapolation in the look-up table of 
formulas [34]. If the router can route the net accurately under the given 
constraints, with a large slack (say 50% of the allowed delay or more) then 
analysis is not required. Otherwise, either a rip-up and re-route is required or a 
more thorough analysis is required. In general, since the proposed algorithm is a 
sequential router, incorporating a rip-up and re-route strategy is crucial in 
completing the routing phase. The used strategy in this work was merely an 
implementation of the technique proposed in [11], which is used to find the 
minimum set of nets to be removed, with a very small overhead that is acceptable 
in practice. The algorithm that integrates the interconnect synthesis with routing 
module, which is called the Interconnect Synthesis driven routing algorithm, can 
be written in steps as follows: 

1. Assume manhattan length and minimum width of the interconnect. 
Calculate the delay of the line in this case using the equations 36 and 41. 

2. If the delay is greater than the maximum allowed delay, net can't be routed 
and re-placement is required. 

3. Calculate the slack, slack = Maximum allowed delay – Delay for 
manhattan path. 

4. If slack is less than 25% 
   4.1 Calculate the required interconnect geometry constraints using the 

equations 36 and 41. 
         4.2 After routing, a more detailed analysis of the line is required. 

 5. If slack is larger than 25%, then search through the table for the maximum 
allowed length that the slack remains less than 25%. 

 6. Route the net. 
 7. If the length constrained was not satisfied, check if changing the interconnect 

geometry is possible and re-route. 
 8. Otherwise, rip-up and re-routing is required to find a shorter path, using the 

technique in [11]. 
 9. Go to the next net, and repeat the IS procedure. 

 
4.6 Size of the reduced system 
 
      As proved in [35], for the parameters, n , the maximal size of the reduced 
individual matrices for any parameter, qm , the order of the reduced parameterized 
system, q , is given by: 
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       For 1=qm  and 3=p , the reduced system is of size 3=q . For higher 
accuracy, we can increase qm , but to get a reduced system of reasonable size, one 
or two parameters is to be used. The proposed system here depends on three 

parameters: 
00

,
L
L

R
R ∆∆  and 

0C
C∆ , other approaches can use other parameters. For 

variables that have few discrete values, as in Cd  and τ  which can have less than 
ten possible values (the maximum number of layers in current technologies), they 
can be added as an additional dimension to the look-up table. The resulting 
formulas give excellent accuracy and requires an adequate computational cost for 
interconnect synthesis.  
 
4.7 Computational cost 
 
        One question remains unanswered: Can we really eliminate iterations using 
IS? In general, this highly depends on the accuracy of our synthesis approach. The 
higher the accuracy, the more computations done and the less number of iterations 
required. Thus, there is no unique synthesis approach and no best approach; it's 
merely a trade-off between a single run time, and the number of expected 
iterations. Using the proposed IS technique will greatly reduce the error in the 
computed delay of the routed layout, which in turns reduces the overall iterations. 
This will greatly depend on the accuracy of the interconnect models used. PMOR 
here was customized for calculating delay of the ladder circuits, yet the approach 
we took can be applied to other signal integrity issues and other types of multi-
terminal circuits. 
        Before we give a computational analysis of the proposed technique for 
interconnect synthesis, we need to differentiate between on-line and off-line 
running. We use on-line running to refer to the computation done within the router 
inner routing loop. On the other hand, off-line routing is used to refer to PMOR 
computations done before routing process. The off-line computation involves 
mainly the computation of the reduced order parameterized transfer function in 
equation 17, then symbolically finding the time domain relation between the time 
delay and the interconnect geometry parameters. In this computation, the PMOR 
formulas are calculated once per technology and not for every layout, which is a 
very small cost in favor of the high accuracy attained. As for the on-line 
computation it will be dedicated to computing the delay of the interconnect, the 
suitable width for layout optimization, or the maximum allowed length. The cost 
of the on-line computations is no more than solving a third degree equation given 
in equation 36 or 41.  
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5. Target VLSI applications  
 
            Interconnects have proved to be a bottleneck in several applications. In 
Mentor Graphics Corporate (MGC) Egypt, the Intellectual Property Division 
(IPD) is facing typical interconnect problems with every tape out. To overcome 
these problems, a research is conducted in the Intellectual Property Department 
(IPD) to reach a long term solution for interconnects in the DSM technologies. 
The work in this paper proposes the concept of IS and implements it in a detailed 
router as a part of a complete back end flow for physical synthesis. The target 
applications that the IPD team is mixed signal Application Specific IC (ASIC) 
designs, and in this work we concentrate on high speed digital VLSI circuits. 
These circuits have the following specifications:  
1. Number of gates 10-20 Kgate (kilo-gate). Although designs in the industry 

reaches 4-10 MGates (mega-gate).  
2. Area is less than 21 mm , which is typically 1 – 2 2cm . 
3. Clock frequency starts from 500 MHz and reaches GHz ranges in some 

applications. 
4. Globally Synchronous Digital circuits. 
5. Standard cell ASIC layouts.  
6. Static CMOS logic families. We don't support dynamic logic or differential pair 

circuits (we don't support matched length constraints).  
7. Routing constraints don't include power integrity constraints. We focus on 

timing on and signal integrity taking in account RLC effect of interconnects at 
such high frequencies.  

8. DSM manufacturing technologies (Nanotechnologies). 
        Although the target digital circuits are smaller than typical ASIC designs, yet 
our approach can be extended to such large complex designs by including one or 
more global routing stages before the detailed router.  
 
6. Simulation Study  
 
        To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed routing approaches and 
interconnect synthesis (IS) methodology, and their effectiveness to help the router 
in its task, we conducted extensive simulation study on the VLSI routing model, 
which was illustrated in section 2. An advantage of the simulation results is that 
they have been conducted on industrial chips. These chips were mainly mixed 
signal chips, where the digital part that had very high frequencies (order of GHz).  
       In the first part of this study, we considered the proposed interval labeling 
routing algorithm that was implemented from scratch. The algorithm is a basically 
a variant of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm that uses BFS search strategy [20]. 
We defined the various parameters defining the search graph as: 

1. Graph nodes: The intervals that are subset of line segments. 
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2. Graph edges: The fractional cascading pointes. 
3. Edge label: The detour value, yet other enhanced cost functions could be 

used as in [33] for a time driven routing. 
       The core of our system is the routing algorithm. It communicates with 
OpenAccess for file Input/Output operations. These data are saved in a suitable 
data structure managed by OpenAccess. The graph that represents the layout is 
then constructed using the following data structures:  
 1. Priority Queue: This data structure is used in various data, like storing the 

nets, labels of an interval, and the labeled intervals.  
 2. 1D bucketing data structure: This is used to save the intervals being labeled. 

Each bucket of the data structure is a priority queue for a given label value. In 
each priority queue, nets are sorted according to their distances from the target 
for the Breadth First Search (BFS) strategy [20].  

3. The modified STree: Each row of line segments is saved in a separate 
modified STree. The adjacent STrees, are connected through the fractional 
cascading pointers.  

      The algorithm proceeds in searching and connecting interconnects. In case 
that a net can't be routed, the rip up and re-route module [11] is called to rip up the 
obscuring nets, and re-insert them in the proper position in the net priority queue. 
Finally, the layout is saved by OpenAccess in its internal format, yet other 
standard formats can be generated from OpenAccess, such as GDS file, using the 
utilities offered with the Library of Efficient Data Structure and Algorithms 
(LEDA) [36]. 
       The interval labeling routing algorithm was developed on a Sun Solaris 
platform. The algorithm was designed and implemented using an Object Oriented 
paradigm in ANSI C (this makes porting to other platforms a simple task). The 
development environment we used was:  
1. Operating System (OS) platform: SunOS 5.51 
2. Hardware (HW) platform: Single processor sparc processor operating   at 

380MHz.  
3. Machine HW: SUNW, Ultra_5_10. 
4. Integrated Development Environment: Sun Studio 11. 
5. Compiler: Sun C++ compiler version 5.8. 
     The algorithm implemented can be used for different types of designs, yet the 
test cases we used were only standard cell based layouts. We have two main 
layout examples in TSMC 13 technology. The first is a simple small circuit of 
buffers for the purpose of development, which was used at the first phases of 
development. This example has an order of a hundred chips and nets. The other 
example is the digital block of the new Universal Serial Bus (USB) circuit. The 
functionality will not affect the running of the algorithm, yet we're more 
concerned with the physical properties of the layout as shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Chip sizes. 
 Operating frequency Area Order of Number of 

Gates/Nets 
Chip 1 – Less than 0.01 

mm2 
100 

Chip 2 500 MHZ 1mm2 1 kilo-gate 
 
      We compare our routing algorithm with Silicon Ensemble [37], one of the 
well-known industrial routing tools. In our testing we used two main layouts. Our 
comparison will be in terms of performance mainly. By analyzing our simulation 
results in Table 3, we can see that in the first example the two routers have very 
similar running time. This returns to the overhead of the initializations done in the 
algorithm on both sides and the small running time. In the second example the 
difference performance becomes more tangible and we can see an overall out-
performance of our algorithm. 
 

Table 3: Comparing routing times. 
 The proposed router alg. Silicon Ensemble 

Chip 1 3 minutes 4 minutes 
Chip 2 45 minutes 1 hour 

 
        In the sense of the physical design process in overall, the second example 
took several iterations before we reached the final routing stage which we include 
here in our results. On the other hand, we expect that the incorporation of the 
interconnect analysis and synthesis module with our router will perform much 
better. On the level of a single routing iteration, we expect that our router would 
be slower as the speedup achieved will be utilized in the interconnect analysis and 
synthesis. Consequently, we expect our algorithm will speed up the overall 
routing process and not a single iteration.  
       The second part of this study conducted on the Interconnect Synthesis driven 
routing algorithm. As discussed before, we have two phases for IS. The first phase 
is done before routing, and is done once per technology to generate the synthesis 
formulas. We refer to this phase as off-line routing. The second phase, 
interconnect synthesis, is done during routing to synthesize the different routing 
parameters, which we refer to as on-line routing. During the first phase, we 
concentrate on accuracy and ignore the running time. We compare the accuracy of 
derived formulas with Eldo [38] simulations and show the range of validity. The 
simulation of the interconnect was done on two environments. Eldo simulations 
were conducted on a Unix platform: 

1. OS platform: Linux Redhat. 
2. HW platform: Single processor Intel processor operating at 3.19GHZ. 
3. Eldo v6.3. 
4. Calibre PEX v9.3 

The PMOR simulations were performed on a Windows platform: 
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1. SW platform: Windows XP. 
2. HW platform: Single processor Intel processor operating at 3.19 GHZ. 
3. Mathematica v5.1. 
4. Cygwin v5.1. 
         In this case, the main objective is to test the accuracy of the generated IS 
formulas derived through PMOR. To do that, we need to build the look-up table 
[34] of the synthesis formulas. This approach allows us to achieve higher 
accuracy on the expense of a very high memory cost and a large computational 
overhead of pre-routing simulations. In general, this method tries to define the 
different parameters that affect the delay along the interconnect and builds a n-
dimensional table that includes the delay. Therefore, in this study, we proceed as 
follow:  
1. We start by a parametric model for the interconnect, where we use simple 

models as those suggested in equations 2 and 3. The nominal values of 
,, 00 LR and 0C are provided through TSMC13 manual. 

2. In the suggested models, we have three parameters, which are ,,
00 L
L

R
R ∆∆  and 

0C
C∆ . The range of these parameters for a single interconnect segment of 

length mµ100  is from zero to three. This means that we assume the 
parameters can increase four times of their original values. 

3. We use a PMOR system [30] that is implemented on Mathematica to reduce the 
system to order two and three PMOR models.  

4. We repeat this step for different interconnect lengths, where the actual 
interconnect length is defined in terms of the number of segments. The 
number of segments also determines the order of the original system before 
PMOR.  

5. We use symbolic manipulation to drive the parametric Pade' approximation as 
in equation 28. 

6. Finally, the synthesis formulas are directly derived using the equations 36 and 
41. 

        An extensive simulation study was made in two directions. Results in Table 
4 and Table 5 are considered as a sample of this numerical study. In the first 
direction, we compared the delay of the synthesis table to Eldo simulations for 
interconnects with different number of segments (length values), while maintain 
the width to minimum value. The errors in these cases are shown in Table 4. In 
these result, one segment is equivalent to mµ100  length. In the second part of 
simulations, we simulated the interconnect for different number of segments and 
width (from minimum w  up-to w4 ) using Eldo. Then for each structure, we 
calculated the optimal width where the delay is set to that calculated by Eldo. The 
errors in the optimal width are found in Table 5. 
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Table 4: Error in delay. 
 20 segment 60 segment 100 segment 

Minimum width w  1% 4% 9% 
Width of 2 w  3% 5% 12% 
Width of 3 w  4% 7% 18% 
Width of 4 w  8% 8% 20% 

   
Table 5: Error in optimal width. 

 20 segment 60 segment 100 segment 
Minimum width w  1% 2% 5% 

Width range 2 w  2% 3% 6% 
Width range 3 w  3% 4% 7% 

Maximum width 4 w  5% 5% 8% 
         Results in Tables 4 and 5 shows that for nominal widths we can get very 
excellent results, yet as we get further away the error increases dramatically. At 
maximum length the error becomes very inaccurate. This is mainly because 
interconnects at these lengths (10 mm) are not accurately modeled using lumped 
RLC  elements. Also, for very wide interconnects of width 4w we find that the 
error is also inadequate. Hence, we conclude that the look-up table could only be 
used for wires of moderate length with excellent accuracy. Also, the relative 
variation in the parameter should be kept as close as possible to unity for 
sufficient accuracy.  
 
7. Conclusion 

                
                    Interconnects play a major role in the design flow at every stage. In fact, new 

design flows have been proposed to replace the current flow to overcome this 
problem. This idea might appear appealing, but converting to a totally new flow is 
not that practical. A more practical approach is to modify the current flow to 
allow the support of interconnects at different level of abstraction and with the 
absence of complete information to produce accurate results. In this paper, we 
proposed a high speed router and a more accurate interconnect characterization 
methodology than the traditional delay and signal integrity formulas. Through a 
deep understanding of the concept of Interconnect Synthesis (IS), a new approach 
is presented to solve the new challenges accompanied by interconnects. In this 
approach, we persuaded a more solid and mathematical path. Understanding that 
we are facing a well-known orthogonal segment intersection problem, we 
developed a suitable data structure and algorithm. The IS was incorporated in the 
detailed routing phase. Yet it should be employed in the rest of the physical 
design phases for higher accuracy. If we carefully examine the proposed 
approach, we can see that we have two contradicting demands. A routing 
algorithm that has a very high processing requirement, and an interconnect 
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synthesis module that has an increasing demand in processing requirements. 
Hence, a trade off is an adequate solution where we have increased the speed of 
the algorithm on the expense of its memory usage leaving more room for the IS 
module for its complex computation. In overall, the speedup in algorithm and 
improvement in accuracy of the synthesis formulas are promising. Using a single 
synthesis formula for all possible cases and independent of the used technology 
encouraged us to choose an efficient simulating technique, Parametric Model 
Order Reduction (PMOR), that  had low computational complexity and yielded 
accuracy of very high order. This technique reduces the system to a smaller one 
that has equivalent behavior and allows us to defined the synthesis formulas in 
terms of the interconnect geometric parameters. Then, by using simple 
approximations we can derive a lookup table of simple formulas (not delay 
values) that could be used inside the routers internal loop. Results of a numerical 
study, using a large number of test cases, showed that the proposed approach is 
capable to yield better results that greatly reduces the error in the computed delay 
of the routed layout, which in turn reduces the overall iterations, and minimizes 
the overall running time, relative to the previous traditional approaches, for a wide 
variety the system parameters. 
 

8. Open Problem 
 
      The topics we have handled in this work were not completely covered. There 
are several unanswered questions that remain open and deserve to be researched. 
In the routing algorithm, for example: What is the order of nets that should be 
used in routing [19]? Can we improve the rip-up and re-route strategy we are 
using [11]? How can we improve the memory requirements of our algorithm? Can 
we estimate congestion in the cost function [39]? How can expert rules be 
embedded to improve the quality of the routed layout [40]?How can we handle 
variable width in routing [41]?  
       On the other hand, in PMOR we have several unanswered questions like: 
How can to extend our approach further on the other signal integrity issues, such 
as crosstalk, attenuation, signal reflection and ringing [5, 15, 16, 18]? What are 
the error bounds for our approach as there is no proof for error bounds of Krylov 
subspaces? Can we extend our approach to solve higher degree formulas without 
numerical iterations? Other ideas come on mind and deserve to be researched like: 
Complex frequency hoping and Transmission line PMOR [42]. It's obvious; this 
point has opened a door for more questions that deserves the attention of 
researcher in this field. Finally, a more admiring question presents itself: Can we 
incorporate interconnect synthesis in other phases of the IC flow? How can this be 
done? All these questions are left as open questions for further research and work.  
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